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we asked jessica mae, the founder and creative director for warpaint international beauty agency in minneapolis,
minnesota, and kelli j. bartlett, artistic director at glamsquad in new york, for advice on when to dump old

cosmeticsand just how bad it is to use them past their prime. with that said, we continued our quest to find out about
the best time to wash or prime a new makeup. jessica mae, the founder and creative director for warpaint international
beauty agency in minneapolis, minnesota, and kelli j. bartlett, artistic director at glamsquad in new york, for advice on
when to dump old cosmeticsand just how bad it is to use them past their prime. - beautify image color: beautify colors,

one slider at a time, to reproduce the skin tone accurately and get rid of redeye and similar discoloration of eyes in
portraits. use the slider to modify your color or eye color fix to a specific color. - face merging: face merging smoothly
combines the face of two pictures into one. you can merge multiple faces together and position them in the picture.

this option is particularly useful in portrait session when every face can be merged to one and the only face you need
to focus on is the ones that are framed in the picture. - flaw correction: flaw fix can correct minor imperfections such as

wrinkles and minor skin blemishes and blotches. it then lets you fix one or more flaws in the picture at a time. it is a
feature that uses the skin isolation mask that is provided as part of the final result and can be a very useful way to

clean up for example a picture when you don't have time to spend fixing all the imperfections.
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if this rings true, then slow down if you’re having sex more than 4-5 times a
week. every time you have sex you’re potentially putting the condom out of
rhythm. if you are having sex more than 5 times a week then it’s time to do

something about that – get tested, and take the time to make sure that
you’re protecting yourself from stis and pregnancy. new products: check out

the new hair care products from the industry’s leading hair care experts.
discover new haircare products that will help take your hairstyling game to
new heights. whether you’re looking for unbeatable shine, a sleek and sexy
look, or time-tested cuticle maintenance, read up on what’s new and what’s
hot in the hair care industry. find out what everyone is saying about the new
macabe revitalizing primer and discover how it’s made, what it can do, and
how to apply it. see how products that are marketed as “no heat” actually

stay soft and silky even if you blow dry. read a different opinion on what you
should do to condition your hair, and what’s the best for your hair type.

theres no such thing as a perfect christmas photo, nor is there really
anything that is better than your own secret santa gift. but theres a way to

make yours even better: add lipstick to it. now you can layer and mix
lipsticks to any photo with the new retouch beauty fx. because lipstick

products need to be discarded at different times, it can be tricky to
determine when their expiration date has passed. but that doesnt mean you
can't get a fresh one to apply with a makeover, thanks to the new lipstick fx
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